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Sweta Chawla transforms organizations and guides highly driven
professionals, creatives, and entrepreneurs in reinventing how they work and
lead. With her Natural Leadership Framework, she empowers clients to
build personal structures that leverage their innate brilliance, resulting in
heightened passion, impact, and meaning—all without compromising
authenticity and well-being.

Author of "I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For...Now What?" and
contributor to the award-winning anthology "She’s Got This: Essays on
Standing Strong and Moving On," Dr. Sweta has published articles and
essays in various journals and magazines. Her expertise has graced many
stages and panels, including the White House.

Follow @drswetachawla

drswetachawla.com

D R .  S W E T A
Former Professor and Clinical Pharmacist
turned Speaker,Leadership Coach and
Facilitator guiding hard-working professionals
to reinvent how they work and lead for more
authenticity, balance and impact.

Podcast Interview Topics 

Thrive as a Natural Leader
Feminine Advantage in Leadership
Career-Crossroads: Find Fulfillment in Your Next Role
How to Communicate to Connect
Reclaiming Self for True Belonging at Work



Additional
Themes:

Signature TalksSignature Talks

The Power of Possibility 
Be The Leader You Want to See in the World

View leadership as a conscious choice, accessible to everyone, regardless of

their role or status

Understand the importance of unearthing latent abilities and harnessing

talents for personal and collective growth

Discover a roadmap for leading with authenticity, balance, and a focus on

true values to create new possibilities 

THE FEMININE ADVANTAGE IN LEADERSHIP
Live Into Your Brilliance with More Ease

Shine a light on what really holds you back in work and leadership

Discover the Feminine Advantage for leadership 

Learn 4 actionable principles to activate more ease, authenticity and impact

at work 

“EMBRACE YOUR
LEADERSHIP

POTENTIAL AND
CREATE NEW
POSSIBILITIES“



“The momentum that your voice took on with more and
more tenacious leadership and conviction as you spoke,
it was breathtaking. I don't say this lightly...I was beyond
impressed. You have a gift that is in service to so many
and a calm wisdom that is needed right now.”

-GRACE KRAAIJVANGER, FOUNDER OF THE HIVERY

“Dr. Sweta has a special knack for tapping into th power of
leading authentically. She is an inspiring speaker and
facilitator. She has twice guided women at the Take the Lead  
Power Up Conferences and always gets great reviews from the
participant.” 

-GLORIA FELDT, CO-FOUNDER & PRESIDENT, TAKE THE LEAD

e

To book Dr. Sweta for your next event, contact:

info@DrSwetaChawla.com

Speaking TestimonialsSpeaking Testimonials

“What an amazing presentation! Very inspiring and thought
provoking, you had the audience mesmerized. We had close to 120
folks join us and everyone stayed till the end, and folks were
absorbing information like sponges. 

DR. KAVITHA JAY, CHIEF OF PHYSICIAN
EDUCATION KAISER PERMANENTE


